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	Professional Microsoft SQL Server 2012 Administration, 9781118106884 (1118106881), Wrox Press, 2012

	SQL SERVER 2012 REPRESENTS A SIZABLE jump forward in scalability, performance, and usability for the DBA, developer, and business intelligence (BI) developer. It is no longer unheard of to have 40-terabyte databases running on a SQL Server. SQL Server administration used to just be the job of a database administrator (DBA), but as SQL Server proliferates throughout smaller companies, many developers have begun to act as administrators and BI developers as well. In addition, some of the new features in SQL Server are more developer-centric, and poor confi guration of these features can result in poor performance. SQL Server now enables all roles through signifi cantly improved data tools experiences, better security integration, and drastic improvements in data integration, administration, availability, and usability. Professional Microsoft SQL Server2012 Administration is a comprehensive, tutorial-based book to get you over the learning curve of how to confi gure and administer SQL Server 2012.


	An essential how-to guide for experienced DBAs on the most significant product release since 2005!


	Microsoft SQL Server 2012 will have major changes throughout the SQL Server and will impact how DBAs administer the database. With this book, a team of well-known SQL Server experts introduces the many new features of the most recent version of SQL Server and deciphers how these changes will affect the methods that administrators have been using for years. Loaded with unique tips, tricks, and workarounds for handling the most difficult SQL Server admin issues, this how-to guide deciphers topics such as performance tuning, backup and recovery, scaling and replication, clustering, and security.

	
		Serves as a must-have how-to guide on the new features of the 2012 release of Microsoft SQL Server
	
		Walks you through ways to manage and monitor SQL Server and automate administration
	
		Guides you through SQL Azure for cloud computing, data replication, and data warehouse performance improvements
	
		Addresses client-connectivity enhancements, new features that ensure high availability of mission-critical applications, and tighter integration with Excel and SharePoint for data analysis and reporting
	
		Highlights major changes to the suite of SQL Server BI tools, including integration, reporting, and analysis services
	
		Includes real-world case examples and best practices from Microsoft insiders



	If you're a database administrator eager to get started with the newest version of SQL Server, then this book is essential reading.
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Mobile Commerce: Technology, Theory and ApplicationsIdea Group Publishing, 2002
M-commerce (mobile-commerce) refers to e-commerce activities carried out via a mobile terminal such as a phone or PDA. M-commerce applications for both individuals and organizations are expected to grow considerably over the next few years. Mobile Commerce: Technology, Theory and Applications addresses issues pertaining to the development,...

		

Data Mining for BioinformaticsCRC Press, 2012

	Covering theory, algorithms, and methodologies, as well as data mining technologies, Data Mining for Bioinformatics provides a comprehensive discussion of data-intensive computations used in data mining with applications in bioinformatics. It supplies a broad, yet in-depth, overview of the application domains of data mining...


		

RFID For DummiesFor Dummies, 2005
Somewhere, separated from you by just a few degrees, is not Kevin Bacon,
but an 800-pound gorilla demanding that you adopt radio frequency identification,
or RFID — a technology you may have never even heard of until
just a few months ago. Chances are that gorilla wears a stylish blue smock
with a yellow smiley face on it...




	

Excel Pivot Table Champion: How to Easily Manage and Analyze Giant Databases with Microsoft Excel Pivot Tables (Excel Champions)Independent Publishers Group, 2019

	
		This is the 3rd Book in the Excel Champions series! Becoming an Excel Pivot Tables Champion increases your chances professional growth! If you don't believe me, continue reading.

	
		“THIS PIVOT TABLES BOOK IS SO GREAT! NOW I CAN ANALYZE GIANT DATABASES...



		

Designing Complex Web Information Systems: Integrating Evolutionary Process Engineering (Premier Reference Source)Information Science Publishing, 2009

	Corporations across the globe are increasingly considering the importance of user experience and business process design in creation of Web information systems.


	Designing Complex Web Information Systems: Integrating Evolutionary Process Engineering provides an overview of modern Web application technologies useful to...


		

Ecdysone: Structures and FunctionsSpringer, 2009
Ecdysone is the steroidal prohormone of the major insect moulting hormone 20-hydroxyecdysone. It groups with its homologues the steroidal molting hormones in arthropods, but they also occur in other phyla where they can play different roles. Besides ecdysteroids appear in many plants mostly as protection agents (toxins or antifeedants) against...
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